
Strategies Applied:

A salad like this can be made less expensive by adding in more of the less expensive ingredients, 
primarily vegetables, especially the ones on sale and less of the most expensive ones - primarily the 
cheese! With a better cheese, a little goes a long way.

Check under Savings for St. Patrick’s and Easter & Lent, Leveraging the sales for what items to shop 
for at great prices around St. Paddy’s Day.

• Near Deli Cheese: This is my term for the grocery store "fancier" cheeses often found near the 

deli - Of course, if your budget allows, buy the best cheeses you can afford, but those on a 
budget shouldn't shy away from dishes that need a little more punch from their cheese for 
monetary or taste reasons. While one may not wish to put a grocery store cheese out for a 
tasting, for instance, most are just fine in dishes or sprinkled on top, and can be bought for very 
little money by watching sales and using coupons.

• Pick the coupons up (generally on hang tags near the cheese) when you see them, not when you 

want to buy them. Sales seldom seem to happen at the same time the coupons are out, but most 
of the coupons have very long expiration dates. Hang on to them and use them when sales pop 
up. Watch your coupon matching sites, too - they'll let you know when the sale is and if the 
producer has any coupons on their websites. I've often gotten things like goat cheese, tubs of 
ricotta or balls of mozzarella, etc., for no cost or just pennies.

• Vegetables: This salad contains a lot of different vegetables, but just a little of each. Make sure 

you have uses for the other left over ones! The lettuce is a splurge; fancier lettuces like this are 
generally at cut rate prices around holidays and may come and go on the grocery store ad as 
specials. It is ALWAYS cheaper to buy lettuce by the bunch rather than in the bags. Always, 
always, always, always. 4 to 10 times cheaper. Many of these vegetables, the cucumber, carrots,
cabbage, radishes, red onion keep well. Stock up at the beginning of the week for vegetables 
that keep well, and then again at the end of the week to carry you through. Tomatoes are 
something I'll buy ripe and unripe when they're on sale so I'll have a little stash ripening for the 
following week.

• Vinegar: I pick up a jug of white & cider vinegar around Easter - often with a coupon, and 

often on an unadvertised sale. It keeps forever and is dirt cheap. The better vinegars are often on
sale at Easter, and on sale with coupons sporadically through the summer. Many can be picked 
up at no cost or for just pennies. Stock up because great sales other times of the year are much 
less likely and vinegar is a component of so many recipes. Cost nominal. If your vinegar grows 
a "mother" just remove it, it's still perfectly fine.

• Mayonnaise: Buy your condiments in the summer when there are coupons out there and big 

sales – I look for about a dollar for a 32 ounce jar (notice I said jar – the squeeze bottles 
generally cost the same and hold less, plus you can’t get all of it out.) If you miss the summer 
sales, another great time of the year for condiments is right before the Super Bowl.

• Pickled Beets: These are a bit of a crapshoot - I seldom see either pickled or fresh beets on sale.

If you do happen to catch a low price, pick them up! Use the tops; yes they're unattractive but 
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super healthy! They vary wildly in price depending on the sales and the seasons. It may be very 
well worth looking at the farmer’s market. If you have extra beets, don’t waste them – pickle 
them. We always had pickled beets on hand, and often just reheated the pickling brine for the 
next batch.

• Eggs: Stock up on eggs when they’re inexpensive, normally during Holiday weeks. Low prices 

in my area range from free (often with other purchases) to anywhere from $1.89 for 18 eggs. 
They last for weeks in the fridge – The date on the container is a ‘buy’ date, and you can expect 
them to last a good six weeks past that date. If you pick up two or three packages when they’re 
at their low, you’ll rarely need to pay full price.

• Refrigerate right away and never store in the door; eggs keep best in a colder part of the 

refrigerator, in their own box. (Then put your partially used vegetables in the door where you’ll 
see them and remember they need to be used ASAP – the half a bell pepper or onion, etc.) In 
doubt about an egg? If it floats in water, discard, just to be on the safe side. If they float, it 
means the egg inside is drying out, not that it is bad in any way.


